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ABSTRACT 
This paper presents some new results about the 47 years old study of the 
matrix differential equation XX’ = X’X. First, we prove that if for every t in 
an interval R C R a solution X(t) E @” xn is similar to diag[J,r(O), . . . , J4(0)], 
then for every k E (0,. . . , q} the kernel and the image of X(t)” do not depend on 
t E s1. Furthermore, we show that in this case, the obvious nilpotency of index q 
of X(t), 
X(ty = 0 vt E R, 
spreads on Cl: 
X(h) ” .X(t,)=O, V’tl,...,&Efi. 
This implies that when q = 2, the solution X is necessarily commutative: X(s)X(t) 
= 0, = X(t)X(s) for every s, t E 0. However, we show that when q = 3, there 
are analytic solutions that are not commutative. Also, we completely describe 
the solutions of XX’ = X’X such that X2 = 0. Finally, we construct a class of 
analytic solutions whose kernel and image are not constant. 
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INTRODUCTION 
This paper deals with the matrix differential equation XX’ = X’X, 
where X is a differentiable mapping from an open interval R 2 W, into 
cc nxn, and for every t E R, X’(t) denotes the derivative of X(t). Many 
papers have been published on this subject: ‘see [l, 4-6, 91 and their lists of 
references. In [3], J. S. Bogdanov and G. N. Chebotarev have shown that 
the solutions of XX’ = X’X with continuous derivative are locally of the 
form 
X(t) = PO diag[sl(t)L, + Nl(t), . . . ,zcs(t)Im, + N,(t)] P;’ vt E R, 
where for every t E R, zl(t), . . . , x3(t) E Cc are the distinct eigenvalues of 
X(t), and for every k E (1,. . . , s}, Nk(t) is nilpotent and NkiVi = A$Nk. 
This result has reduced the study of XX’ = X’X to the case where X is 
nilpotent. Furthermore, in [lo], L. Kotin and I. J. Epstein have established 
that if X is a continuously differentiable solution of XX’ = X’X, and if 
X(t) is similar to a block-diagonal matrix with only diagonalizable blocks 
and cyclic blocks, then not only is X commutative: 
X(s)X(t) = X(t)X(s) vs, t E s-2, 
but moreover, X(t) is a polynomial in one constant matrix C: 
n-1 
x(t) = Cfi(t)c” vt E i-2, 
i=O 
where fe,... , fn _ 1 are continuously differentiable functions from R into 
C. Thus the publications [3] and [lo] have locally reduced the study of 
XX’ = X’X to the case where for every t E R, X(t) is nilpotent and 
1 < d < n, where d is the dimension of the eigensubspace Ker X(t) of X(t) 
corresponding to the unique eigenvalue 0. 
In this paper, we study the solutions of XX’ = X’X similar to 
Jq = diw[J,(O),.. .7Jq(0)1, 
where JQ(0) denotes the q x q Jordan block with eigenvalue 0. We also 
study the solutions X such that X2 = 0,, that is to say, such that for 
every t E R, X(t) is similar to 
diag[Jz(O), . . . , Jz(O),O,. . . ,O] 
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Theorem 1 shows that the solutions of XX’ = X’X similar to Jp have 
strong invariance and commutativity properties. Corollary 2 deduces that 
these solutions have the form 
X(t) = vcT(t)ua-l vt E R, 
where T(t) is block-triangular with (n/q) x (n/q) blocks, and Va is a unitary 
matrix that does not depend on t. Corollary 3 shows that when q = 2, the 
solutions are not only commutative, but moreover, they are of the form 
X(t) = LlJF(t)R;; vt E R, 
where Lc and Rc are rectangular matrices with ImLc _L Im&. Let us 
observe that in this case, d = n/2 is in the middle of the interval [l,n], 
while in the case studied by I. J. Epstein and L. Kotin, we had d = 1 or 
d = n when the solution was nilpotent. In other words, here we consider 
the case where the solution possesses an eigensubspace whose dimension is 
neither minimum nor maximum. Corollary 4 deals with the case q = 3. 
Theorem 5 describes the solutions of XX’ = X’X with constant rank such 
that X2 = 0. Theorem 6 establishes necessary and sufficient conditions 
for a family of nilpotent matrices of rank 1 to be commutative. Corollary 
7 furnishes a simple sufficient condition for such a family not to be com- 
mutative. Corollary 8 establishes a method to compute analytic niipotent 
solutions of XX’ = X’X that are not commutative. Examples 9 and 10 
display such solutions, and Example 11 displays a noncommutative ana- 
lytic solution with determinant 1. Finally, Corollary 12 furnishes a class 
of noncommutative analytic solutions of XX’ = X’X that are similar to 
diag[Ja(O), . . . , JdO)]. 
Most of the results of this paper can be generalized from the case where 
0 is an open interval in E% to the case where R is an open subset of a 
Banach space, in the same way as it has been done in [6]. But we will not 
present this generalization here, in order to better extricate the key ideas 
of this paper. 
THE RESULTS 
THEOREM 1 (Invariant subspaces of the nilpotent solutions of XX’ = 
X’X having all their Jordan blocks equal). Let R be a nonempty open 
interval in W. Let X be a differentiable mapping from !A into Cnxn, such 
that for every t E R, X(t)X’(t) = X’(t)X(t), and X(t) is similar to 
J4 = diag[J,(O), . , J4(0)]. 
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Then for every k E (0, . . . , q}, th e vector subspace Im X(t)” = Ker X(t)QVk 
of @” does not depend on t E R. Moreover, the obvious nilpotency of index 
Q of X(t) (X(t)q = 0 f or all t E Cl) is generalized by the relation 
X(t,) . . . X(tq) = 0, vt1,...,t, E 0. 
Furthermore, for everg p E {1,2,. . .} such that 2p 2 q, the matrix-valued 
function XP is commutative. 
Proof. Let t E R. Because X(t) is similar to Jq, 
rankX(t)k = n - ks Vk E (0,. . . , cd, (1) 
where s is the number of Jordan blocks of J4. Let k E {1,2,. . . ,q}. The 
relation (1) implies that 
0, = X(t)q = x(t)q- “X(t)“; 
hence ImX(t)k 2 KerX(t)q-‘. But (1) also implies that 
dim Im X(t)k = n - ks = (q - k)s = dim Ker X(t)Q- “; 
hence ImX(t)k = KerX(t)4-‘. On the other hand, the relations Xq = 0, 
and XX’ = X’X imply that 
0, = [x(t)“]’ = qX(t)q - ‘x’(t) = qX(t)q- “x(t)k - ‘x’(t) 
= fx(t)g--k[x(t)k]‘. 
Consequently, 
Im [X(t)“]’ & KerX(t)q-k = ImX(t)k. 
Therefore, by virtue of [6, Corollary 2.31 (generalized in [7]), ImX(t)” does 
not depend on t E R. So for every k E (0,. . . , q}, the vector subspaces 
ImX(t)k and KerX(t)k = ImX(t)q-k do not depend on t E 0. 
Let tl,...,t, E i2 and x E P. If q = 1 then J,(O) = [0] and X = 0. 
Suppose q > 2. Let us show by induction that for every k E (1,. . . , q - l}, 
X(tk + 1) ’ - kX(t,) . . . X(t& = 0. (2) 
By (l), X(tl)qs = 0; hence, by the first part of the theorem, 
X(tl)x E Ker X(tl)Q- ’ = Ker X(ta)Q- I, 
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and so (2) is valid when k = 1. Suppose q 2 3. Let i E (1, . . . , q - 2) be 
such that (2) holds when k = i. Then, by the first part of the theorem, 
X(t,+l)...X(tl)x E KerX(ti+l)q-i-l = KerX(ti+2)q-((i+1), 
and so (2) is satisfied when k = i + 1. Thus (2) holds for every k E 
(1,. . . , q - l}, and in particular, when k = q - 1 
X@,) ‘. ‘X(t,)x = 0. (3) 
Let p E { 1,2, . . .} b e such that 2p > q. Then by (3), 
X(t)*X(U)p = 0, = X(U)“X(t)* vt, u E R, 
which shows that X* is commutative. W 
COROLLARY 2 [Reduction of X(t) to triangular form by means of a 
constant unitary matrix]. Let R be a nonempty open interval in IR. Let 
q E {2,3,. . .}, s E {1,2,. . .}, and let n = qs. Let X be a diffeerentiable 
mapping from R into Cnxn such that for every t E R, X(t) is similar to 
Jq = diag[J,(O), . . , Jq(0)]. 
Then X is a solution of XX’ = X’X if and only if there exists a unitary 
matrix UO E PXn, and for every i, j E (1,. . . , q} such that i < j, there 
exists a differentiable mapping Xzj from s1 into Cs ” such that for every 
t E R, 
X(t) = &T(t)@, T(t)T’(t) = T’(t)T(t), 
where 
Proof Suppose XX’ = X’X. Let 
Sk(t) = Ker X(t)” n [Ker X(t)k- ‘I* V’t E R, k E (1,. . . ,q}. 
Let to E Cl, k E (1,. . . ,q}. S ince X(to) is similar to Jq, we have 
dimKerX(t0)’ = ks, 
(4) 
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and because KerX(tc)k- ’ C Ker X(~O)~, it follows that 
dimSk(tc) = lcs - (k - 1)s = s. 
Let (ski, . . . , uks) be an orthonormal basis of Sk(tc), and let 
Then 
KerX(tc)” = &(ta) @...@Sk(ta) =Im[Ul i "' !uk]. (5) 
It follows directly from the definitions that the matrix Va = [Vi ! . . . i V,] 
is unitary. Let t E 52. By Theorem 1, 
&(tO) = Sk(t) = Ker X(t)k rl [KerX(t)“- ‘1 I. (6) 
Hence X(t) VI = 0. Suppose q 2 2, and let Ic E { 2, . . . , q}. Then by (5) 
and (6), we have 
Im[X(t)Uk] c KerX(t)“- ’ = Im[Ui ! . . . ! uk _ 1]. 
Therefore there exist Xik (t), . . . , XI, _ Ik (t) E cc” ’ ’ such that 
[uli ... iuk-1] = x(t)& 
It follows that U&!‘(t) = X(t)U 0, where T(t) is defined by (4). The relation 
T = U{‘XUo implies that T is differentiable, and since UO does not depend 
on t E 0, we have 
XX’ = X’X _ TT’ = T’T. 
??
In [ll], A. Terracini has shown that the 4 x 4 solutions of XX’ = 
X’X that are similar to diag[Jz(O), 52(O)] are commutative. The following 
corollary extends this result to the case where the number of blocks Jz(O) 
is arbitrary, and moreover, it furnishes the explicit form of the solutions. 
COROLLARY 3 (Commutativity and explicit form of the solutions of 
XX’ = X’X similar to diag[Js(O), . . . , Jz(O)]). Let !2 be a nonempty open 
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interval in R. Let r E {1,2,. . .}. Let n = 2r. Let X be a mapping born R 
into Vxn. Then the following two assertions are equivalent: 
(a) The mapping X is a differentiable solution of XX’ = X’X, and for 
every t E R, X(t) is similar to diag[Jz(O), . . . , Jz(O)]. 
(b) There exist Lo, & E Cc”’ T and there exist a differentiable mapping 
F from R into Cc’ x r such that for every t E a, 
X(t) = LoF(OG, Im Lo I Im&, 
rank LO = rank & = rank F(t) = r. 
Moreover, (a) or (b) implies that X(s)X(t) = 0, = X(t)X(s) for all 
s.t E R. 
Proof. Suppose (a) is satisfied. Then by Corollary 2, there exist a 
unitary matrix VO E C” x 71 of a differentiable mapping F from R into 
cc ’ ’ r such that 
X(4 = uo 0 0 0 
[ 1 
0 F(t) u-l vt E R. 
Since n = 2r, there exist LO, & E @“’ T such that VO = [Lo ! &I. Then 
Im Lo I Im l& and rank Lo = rank & = r, because VO is unitary. More- 
over, for every t E 0, (a) implies that rankX(t) = r, which implies by (7) 
that rank F(t) = r. Besides, by (7), 
= [Lo ! &] [“R”] = LoFR;. (8) 
On the other hand, the relation Im Lo I Im &, implies that RtLo = O,, 
and hence by (8), X(s)X(t) = 0, = X(t)X(s) for all s, t E R. 
Conversely, suppose that (b) is satisfied. Then XX’ = 0, = X’X, 
because R;fLo = 0,. Let t E 0. Th e relation X(t)” = 0, implies that X(t) 
is similar to a Jordan matrix of the form diag[&(O), . . . , &(O), 0,. . ,O]. 
Furthermore, because rankX(t) = r and n = 2r, it follows that the Jordan 
form of X(t) is diag[Jz(O), . . . ,52(O)]. W 
COROLLARY 4 (Solutions of XX’ = X’X similar to diag [&(O), . . . , 
53(O)]). Let R be a nonempty open interval in R. Let s E {1,2,. . .}. Let 
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n = 3s. Let X be a mapping from R into Cc” ’ n. Then the following two 
assertions are equivalent: 
(a) The mapping X is a differentiable solution of XX’ = X’X, and for 
every t E 0, X(t) is similar to diag [53(O), . . ,53(O)]. 
. . 
(b) There exist UI, LJz, Us E Cc” x S such that the matrix [VI : .CJz : Us] is 
unitary and there exist differentiable mappings F, G, H from 52 into Cc3 x S 
such that for every t E R, 
X(t) = &F(t)U; + UlG(t)U,* + UaH(t)U,‘, 
F(t)H’(t) = F’(t)H(t), rank F(t) = rank H(t) = s. 
Proof. Suppose (a) is satisfied. Then by Corollary 2, there exists a 
unitary matrix Uo E Cnx n and differentiable mappings F, G, H from St 
into C” ’ ’ such that for every t E R, 
X(t) = uoT(t)u;l, ?yt)z+(t) = rr’(tpyt), 
where 
Since n = 3s there exist Ul, Ua, Ua E C3” ’ ’ such that UO = [Ul! Ua ! Us]. 
The relation XX’ = X’X implies that TT’ = T’T, which in turn implies 
that FH’ = F’H. Moreover, (a) implies that for every t E 0, rankX(t) = 
2s, hence rank T(t) = 2s, and consequently rank F(t) = rankH(t) = s. 
Finally, the relation X = UoTU,* implies that X = UlFU,* + UlGU; + 
UaHU;. 
Conversely, suppose (b) is satisfied. Then X = UOTU&~ as above, and 
for every t E 52, rankX(t) = rankT(t) = 2s, 
X(t)2 = UlF(t)H(t)U;, rankX(t)2 = s, X(t)3 = 0,; 
hence, since n = 3s, X(t) is similar to diag [53(O), . . . ,53(O)]. Furthermore, 
the relation FH’ = F’H implies that TT’ = T’T, and consequently, XX’ = 
X’X. W 
In Corollary 3, we have dealt with the solutions of XX’ = X’X similar 
to diag [Jz(O), . . . , Jz(O)]. In the following theorem, we deal with the more 
general case of the solutions similar to diag [52(O), . . , Ja (0), 0, . . . , O]. 
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THEOREM 5 (General form of the solutions of XX’ = X’X with con- 
stant rank such that X2 = 0). Let r E {1,2,. . .}. Let s2 be a nonempty 
open interval in R. Let X be a diflerentiable mapping from R into C.” x 7L. 
Then the following two assertions are equivalent: 
(a) For every t E R, 
X@)X’@) = x’(t)x(t), X(t)” = 0, rankX(t) = r. 
(b) There exist differentiable mappings L and R from R into U? ’ T such 
that for every t E R, 
X(t) = L(t)R(t)*, Im L(t) IImR(t), 
Im L’(t) I Im R(t) (++ Im L(t) I Im R’(t)) 
rank L(t) = rank R(t) = r. 
Proof. Suppose (a) is satisfied. Then by [8 Corollary 9.41 (it is easy to 
check that this corollary still holds when the derivatives are not continu- 
ous), there exist differentiable mappings L and R from R into Cn ’ ’ such 
that X = LR’ and rank L = rank R = r. Then relation X2 = 0 implies 
that LR*LR* = 0, and because rank L = r = rank R*, it follows that 
R(t)*L(t) = 0, Qt E R, (9) 
that is to say, Im L(t) I Im R(t) f or every t E R. The relation XX’ = X’X 
is equivalent to 
LR’(L’R* + LR*‘) = (L/R* + LR*‘)LR*. 
Hence by (9), LR*L’R* = LR*‘LR’, and because rank L = r = rank R*, 
it follows that 
R(t)*L’(t) = R’(t)*L(t) Q’t E R. (10) 
On the other hand, the relation (9) implies that R*‘L + R*L’ = 0,, and 
hence by (lo), R’(t)*L(t) = 0, and R(t)*L’(t) = 0, for all t E R, that is 
to say, Im R’(t) I Im L(t) and Im R(t) I Im L’(t) for all t E R. Thus (b) is 
satisfied. 
It is routine to check that (b) implies (a) by means of the above com- 
putation. ??
THEOREM 6 (Necessary and sufficient condition for a family of nilpotent 
matrices of rank 1 to be commutative). Let R be a nonempty set. For ever- 
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t E R, let a(t),b(t) E Cn \{ 0}, and let A(t) = a(t)b(t)*. Let 
S, = span {a(t) 1 t E O}, sb = span {b(t) (t E a}. 
Then the following three assertions are equivalent: 
(a) A( = A(t Ah = 0, Vs,t E s1. 
(b) A( = 0, Vs,t E 52. 
(c) s, 1 sb. 
Proof. Clearly, (c) + (b) =F- (a). C onsequently, it is sufficient to show 
that (a) + (c). Suppose (a) is satisfied. To prove (c), it is sufficient to 
prove that for every s, t E R, a(s) _L b(t). Denoting the dot product of x 
and y by (zc, y), we have 
A( = a(s)b(s)*a(t)b(t)* = a(s) (u(t), b(s)) b(t)* 
= (a(t),b(s)) a(s)b(t)* vs,t E S-2. (11) 
Since a(s) # 0 and b(t) # 0, we have 
o(s)W)* # 0 vs,t E i-2. (12) 
The relations (ll), (12), and Am = 0 imply that 
(a(s),b(s)) = 0 vs E 0. (13) 
Let s, t E Cl. The relations (11) and A( = A( imply that 
(a(t), b(s)) 4sw* = (a(s), b(t)) 4+(s)*. (14) 
This implies by (13) that 
(4% b(s)) a(s)w)*a(s) = 0, 
that is to say, 
(a(t), b(s)) (a(s), b(t) ) 4s) = 0. 
Because a(s) # 0, it follows that 
a(t) -Lb(s) or u(s) _L b(t). (15) 
If a(t) I b(s), then (12) and (14) imply that a(s) l_ b(t). So, in both cases 
of (15), we have u(s) I b(t). Therefore (c) is satisfied. H 
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COROLLARY 7 (Sufficient condition for a family of nilpotent matrices 
of rank 1 not to be commutative). Let Q be a nonempty set. For ev- 
ery t E R, let a(t) = [ai(t b(t) = [b,(t)] E @” \ { 0) be such that 
a(t) I b(t), and such that the j%nctions al, . . . , a, from R into @ are Cc- 
linearly independent. Let A(t) = a(t)b(t)* for every t E 0. Then A is not 
commutative. 
Proof. Suppose A is commutative. The hypothesis a(t) I b(t) for all 
t E R implies that A2 = 0. Let to E 0. By Theorem 6, we have a(t) I b(to) 
for every t E 52, that is to say, 
al(Ol(t0) + ... + an(tPn(tO) = 0 v’t E Q. 
Since b(to) # 0, it follows that al, . . . , a, are @-linearly dependent. H 
COROLLARY 8 (Computation of a class of noncommutative analytic 
nilpotent solutions of rank 1 of X X’ = X’ X). Let R be a nonempty open 
interval in R. Let v = [vi] and w be diferentiable mappings from R into 
Cc” \ (0) such that VI, . . , v, are @-linearly independent, and such that for 
every t E 0, v(t) I w(t) and v’(t) I w(t). Let X(t) = v(t)w(t)* for every 
t E 0. Then X is a noncommutative nilpotent solw5on of XX’ = X’X, 
and clearly, if v and w are analytic, then X is analytic. 
Proof. By Theorem 5, X is a solution of XX’ = X’X, and by Corol- 
lary 7, X is not commutative. ??
By applying Corollary 8, we immediately find the following two exam- 
ples of noncommutative analytic nilpotent solutions of XX’ = X’X. The 
first one was first found by G. Ascoli [2], by direct computation. 
EXAMPLE 9. Let 
1 t2 
v(t) = t , [I w(t) = v(t) x w’(t) = -2t , t2 [ 1 1 
1 
X(t) = v(t)w(t)* = t [P -2t l] 
[ I t2 
t2 -2t 1 
= 
[ I 
t3 -2t2 t Vi! E R. 
t4 -29 t2 
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Then X is an analytic noncommutative solution of rank 1 of XX’ = X’X. 
Let us observe that for every t E II& 
ImX(t) = span {w(t)}, Ker X(t) = (span{w(t)})’ 
are not constant, contrary to the case considered in Theorem 1. 
EXAMPLE 10. Let 
et 
w(t) = 1 
[ I 
-e-t 
)  w(t) = w(t) x w’(t) = 
ewt [ 1 
2 , 
-et 
X(t) = w(t)w(t)* = 
et 
,lt 
1 
[ -ePt 2 -et] 
[ 
-1 2et _e2t 
= -emt 2 -et 
1 
w E w. 
_e-2t 2evt -1 
Then X is an analytic noncommutative solution of rank 1 of XX’ = X’X. 
EXAMPLE 11. Let X be the matrix-valued function of Example 9 or 
10. Let 
Y(t) = diag[& + X(t), Iq] w E w. 
Then Y is a (3 + q) x (3 + q) analytic noncommutative solution of YY’ = 
Y’Y with determinant equal to 1. 
COROLLARY 12 (Explicit computation of a class of analytic noncommu- 
tative solutions of XX’ = X’X similar to diag [53(O), . . . ,53(O)]). Let 
s E {3,4, . . .}. Let n = 3s. Let (~1, . . . , u,) be an orthonomal basis of 
Cn. Let 
u, = [ u1. ... .u, , 1 u,= u,+lL.iu2s) [ 1 
u, = 
[ 
u2s+li...h,. 
1 
Let 0 be a nonempty open interval in JR. Let F be a noncommutative 
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differentiable mapping from R into @” ” such that 
F(t)F’(t) = F’(t)F(t), rankF(t) = s vt E R 
(see Example 11). Let 
X(t) = UlF(t)U; + &?F(t)U; vt E n. 
Then X is a noncommutative analytic solution of XX’ = X’X, and for 
every t E R, X(t) is similar to diag [53(O), . . . ,53(O)]. 
Proof. By Corollary 4, X is a solution of XX’ = X’X such that for 
every t E 0, X(t) 1s similar to diag [53(O), . . ,5s (O)]. Because the basis 
(W> '.. , un) is orthonormal, we have 
X(t)X(u) = UlF(t)F(u)U,” vt,u E R. 
Since F is not commutative and rank Ur = rank Us = s, it follows that X 
is not commutative. ??
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